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Fraunhofer IIS 5G Research Lab (Now OAI alliance
member)
 Independent research institute (part of Fraunhofer Institute) with multiple engineering
and scientific research interest


Cross topic teams with interest in 5G research and development, e.g.,:



Multiple access technologies, IoT and Machine-type communication



Massive MIMO



5G Satellite communication



Critical communication research team
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Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Communication - from NR to
lTE
 Early, NR started discussing the URLLC concept as one of the main 5G
building blocks; concurrently, LTE Rel 14/15 started studying reduced latency
communication
 Later, a new work-Item (WI RP-171489) that extends the LTE Evolution (Rel.
15) for low-latency and high reliability.

 URLLC is demanding very low latency, very high reliability, or both for some
a class of new use-cases, including:
o virtual and augmented reality, remote tactile/V2X, wireless industry
automation, smart grids and e-health

URLLC
LTE Rel 15

LTE

sTTI (Rel 14/15)

NR

NR (including URLLC, Rel 15)
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LTE
Maintenance
SI for URLLC Rel
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Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Communication for NR
 Definitions of URLLC KPIs:
 Latency:

 User plane latency: target should be 1ms for UL/DL
 Control plane latency: The target for control plane latency should be
20ms.
 Mobility interruption time (NR-NR; no inter-RAT): 0ms (intra/interfrequency)
 Reliability:

 A general URLLC reliability requirement for one transmission of a
packet is 1-10-5 for X bytes (e.g., 32 bytes) with a user plane latency of
1ms.
 High Availability
 Availability of a BS = X% during a time T and reliability P
 E.g., 10-5 success probability of transmitting a layer 2 PDU of 32 bytes
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Reduced Latency Study in 3GPP Standardization:


URLLC got the bases from studying reducing latency in Rel 14/Rel15



This has split into two principles:







Short processing time: minimum timing between DL and UL processing to n+3ms
instead of n+4ms



Short TTI (sTTI): TTI length based on 3/2 and 7 OFDM symbols sTTI

HARQ processing


Shortened to n+6 instead to n+3; also scaled to the short TTI



(In DL) For Short TTI, Uplink ACK/NACKs are sent on sPUCCH or sPUSCH;



(In UL) Asynchronous adaptive HARQ for sPUSCH, HARQ processes scheduled
with SPT

Allowing different TTI lengths multiplexing



UEs can be multiplexed with different sTTI length according to the allowedTTILengths,
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LTE Legacy Frame Structure
 Legacy LTE Time-Domain Frame Structure

TTI = 1ms (14 OFDM symbols)

Frequency

12 subcarriers

Time
Data Resource Element
Pilot Resource Element
Control Resource
Element
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LTE with Short sTTI




sTTI frame structure in DL/UL


Multiple sTTI combination {DL, UL}:{3/2,
3/2}, {3/2, 7} and {7, 7}



The sDCI scheduling sPDSCH
transmission in sTTI-n is transmitted in
sTTI-n



An sPDSCH/sPUSCH is scheduled by a
UE-specific sDCI1

CSI and HARQ feedback for short TTI:




sTTI frame division

Time granularity of CSI measurement
and HARQ should be sTTI instead of
subframe

TBS Scaling for sTTI Operation



For 7 OS sTTI= 1/2



For 3/2 OS sTTI = 1/6

2-symbol DL sTTI configuration in a
subframe with 3 symbols in PDCCH
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LTE Legacy Frame Structure [RTT example]
 Example: Legacy LTE Machinery triggering with response / reaction
 Round-Trip-Time (RTT) is (minimum) 11~12ms
 It is mainly dependent on processing time, and UL grant transmission
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LTE with Short-TTI [RTT example with no-sDCI]


2/3-Symbols sTTI (or a trigger and response: RTT 2-3 ms)
sTTI i+0

sTTI i+1
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Fraunhofer IIS sTTI-OAI design aspects and
modifications:
- Conceptual changes from the legacy chain

 Conceptual changes compared to
legacy:


All modifications are valid after
successful RRC connection and the UE
already captured a C-RNTI



Legacy code is kept the same and
changes are “marco-ed” in compilation
time



New code allows for custom sTTI
definitions including the legacy 14
symbols



MAC and PHY are modified accordingly



Testing uses legacy as a reference
model
© Fraunhofer
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Functionality and Design Configurations for sTTI in OAI (Rel1)
 Physical Layer:

OAI-eNB:
 Limit to FDD, TM1/TM2, CC0, and 10 MHz DL / UL

OAI-UE:
DL / UL

 Arrangements of the symbols ([7,7], [2,7], [2,2])
 MCS and TBS are preconfigured; applying TBS scaling as in
the final agreements
 No sPDCCH and no sDCIs; i.e., limit the search space
 No HARQ feedback in both directions, UL and DL
 CRS-based demodulation in DL and 1 DMRS-based
configuration in UL is supported
 MAC Layer and Upper Layers:
 Adapting the grants for sTTI (without sDCI)
 MAC framing, buffers, and timing loop alignments with sTTI
rather than subframes
 RACH information is always as legacy  starts only for RRC
connected UEs and then move to sTTI-UEs operation
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OAI-UE:
DL / UL

Challenges and working arounds
 DMRS in the UL for smaller than 7-OS needs to be implemented according to
the last meeting agreements
 Legacy PDCCH is easily mapped to the new design; however, sDCI needs
more effort: need to be adapted to the current agreements
 Suspend the ACK/NACK transmission, still not mature enough in the
standard; however, RLC ACK/NACK is maintained
 Migration to NR challenges:

 New numerologies for NR vs LTE
 Changes to fit NR and LTE coexistence
 Strict URLLC requirements and OAI current SDR architecture (need HW
accelerators/MAC-PHY split)
 Expanding the processing of the [2,2], i.e., 6 sTTIs, onto 3+ cores is an
ongoing task
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sTTI OAI Implementation Timing and Planning


The project is split into two phases: Phase 1 is OAI-Sim development and Phase 2 is
implementation and evaluation onto OAI-Softmodem and HW.

Start 28
August

Evaluate
MWC

Aug

Sep

Oct

Dec

Nov

Jan

Feb

DL/UL Implementation (P1)
OAI-Sim Testing (P1/M1)
OAI-Sim (1-Symbolbased)
OAI-Sim (7/2-sTTI)
OAI-Sim (7/2-UL)
OAI-Sim (sTTI –MAC (rev. + implementation))
DL/UL Implementation (P2)

Softmodem Testing (P2)
[2,2] Softmodem Concurent
Implementation (P2)
[2,2] OTA Demo
(P2)

Software Simulations
Testing/Timing
Hardware/OTA
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Conclusion and Future Work
 Implementation of sTTI is a cross-layer design and requires lots rearchitecting
 Considering early an optimized design will support future NR implementation
(mini-slot design, data and control scheduling)
 Once we are ready with an initial tests, we will need contribution from OAI
experts
 Please visit our Demo booth at the MWC 2018 in Barcelona; our demo:
 Showing an automated critical communication scenario running with sTTI
deployment

 A Real time and visualized URLLC scenario with a comparison standard
wireless system
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